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Abstract 

Public signage represents a ubiquitous semiotic layer of the lived spaces which has become so much 

commonplace that it generally escapes conscious attention. Underlying the multifarious signs are 

various discourses and ideologies which index societal values and beliefs and which are thus made 

available for the public to be inferred. One such ideological substratum that can be identified in the 

public signage in urban space is based on the notion of ´privateness of a space´ and which represents a 

distinct semiotic layer through which the distribution of ´space´, a crucial material resource, is carried 

out. My contribution focuses on the ideologies that I believe underlie the processes of delimitation, 

appropriation and commodification of physical space in my own lived environment. By closely 

scrutinising the transmodal semiotic resources used to demarcate the boundaries of the ´private´ vis-à-

vis the ´public´ I wish to point out how the three larger ideological processes, viz. globalisation, 

standard language ideology and ideology of politeness overlap in making physical space a 

recognisable ´place´. To approach the ideological layers of meaning I combine the approaches of 

linguistic landscape and geosemiotics and use appropriate tools elaborated within the newly emerging 

discourse-analytical approach of critical stylistics. My ultimate goal is to identify the interplay of the 

ideological practices which yield the ´discourse of constructing private space´ in Slovakia´s urban 

environment. 

  

Key words: critical stylistics, construction of private space, globalisation, ideology in language, 

public signage, politeness, privatisation, standard language ideology. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

As social creatures throughout our lives we partake in countless semiotic exchanges 

and stepping out of the constant flow of semiosis is virtually impossible. A ubiquitous 

semiotic layer of our semiotic environments that, by imposing various levels of order helps 

establish our highly organised societies, is represented by signs placed in spaces accessible to 

citizens and which collectively form public signage of the countries´ landscapes. Most often 

than not, public signage is so much established in our experience that it becomes practically 

unnoticeable and escapes our conscious attention. What is more, being also multifarious in 

form, function, substance, authorship and audience, and also due to the lack of adequate 

analytical approaches and methods, for a long time it was understudied as an object of serious 

academic study. Spurred on by the rapid and increasingly accessible technological 

advancements which gave new energy to the earlier paradigmatic turn in the study of 

language focused on its use, at the turn of the millennia a particularly vibrant strand of social 
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science study began to take shape and has established itself as the study of ´linguistic 

landscape´ (LL) ever since. Being necessarily interdisciplinary, LL focuses on the presence of 

language in the public semioscapes across the world´s societies while trying to account for the 

sources of variation amidst other semiotic realms. Public signage constituted of publicly 

accessible signs is a site where multiple meanings are conveyed simultaneously which embed 

values and beliefs, or ideologies as we shall call them here, of those who both author and 

interpret them in the course of time. My contribution to the present volume seeks to point out 

ideologies that can be read off from the semioscape of my own urban environment and 

identify thereby the levels of its ideological substratum. I intend to approach a particularly 

salient trait of the semiotics of the analysed environment, viz. the notion of the ´privateness of 

a space´, from a critical perspective, as I see it as indexing the underlying ideologically-based 

processes through which the distribution of ´space´ as a principal material resource is being 

controlled and which essentially results not only in opportunities but also in constraints and 

inequalities, such as permission/denial of access and/or use.  However, I use the term ideology 

without a negative connotation which is often attributed to it through the association with 

´big´ systems of sociopolitical and economic control, coercion and manipulation. It is this 

manipulative ´taste´ of ideology to which the members of the post-communist societies are 

especially sensitive since it still features in their memories as an area of ostensive coercion 

during the times only a little over two decades ago. Thus I use this term in a more neutral way 

to cover the ways through which societal beliefs, norms and values are integrated in the 

consciousness of lay members of sociocultural groups and form a coherent interpretational 

framework of their world to which they orient in order to make sense of it in their daily lives. 

I intend to focus here on the ´small-scale´ ideologies as they are constructed and manifested 

through the deployment of multimodal semiotic resources by the members of sociocultural 

groups through which they attribute a significant value to one of the most essential domains of 

their lived world, viz. physical space. The physical environment in which human interaction 

takes place is necessarily also a social environment, i.e. one which emerges through the 

former being acted upon by social actors and which, by its delimitation, appropriation, 

commodification, etc., is turned into social space which lends itself to the semiotic processes 

of interpretation. I am interested here in those semiotic processes through which agents 

display their mutual orientation to the physical space which is socially defined as pozemok 

(´plot´) or majetok (´property´). More specifically, I focus on the transmodal semiotic 

resources which social actors use to declare their ownership of socially defined types of 

physical space. The semiotics of these resources is designed to demarcate the boundaries of 
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the ´private´ vis-à-vis the ´public´, and to claim control over it. I approach these semiotic 

processes as being embedded within the larger ideological processes, and I choose those three 

which I find most pertinent to my overall objective, viz. globalisation, standard language 

ideology and ideology of politeness. To get to grips with the meanings underlying the 

semiotic practices I employ the approaches of linguistic landscape and geosemiotics and 

unpack the toolbox of critical stylistics and use several of its tools which best suit my overall 

objective, viz. to uncover the ideologies underlying the ´practice of constructing private 

space´ (PCPS) that has emerged and become salient over the past years in the LL of the urban 

environment I live in and interact with on the daily basis. My empirical data are formed by the 

public property (PP) signage which consists of all available signs through which their 

producers declare their private ownership of a piece of land or property which were publicly 

displayed in my urban semioscape. The signage which indexes PCPS is analysed using 

quantitative and qualitative methods.  

 

2. Ideologies in public signage 

 

My contention is that, as a focus of simultaneous operation of multiple discourses, 

urban public signage is also a site where different ideologies are at play. In my understanding 

of the concept of ideology I refer to Blommaert´s (2005, p. 158; original emphasis) distinction 

between two senses of ideology, First, he defines “ideology as a specific set of symbolic 

representation […] serving a specific purpose, and operated by specific groups of actors”; 

herein he includes the various -isms which are associated with their particular biases, partisan 

opinions and interests. In the second sense, ideology is a “general phenomenon characterising 

the totality of a particular social or political system, and operated by every member or actor in 

that system” (ibid., p. 158). Since it “penetrates the whole fabric of societies or communities 

[it] results in normalised, naturalised patterns of thought and behavior” (ibid., p. 159). 

Blommaert adds that there is only one -ism in this latter sense of the ideology, and that is 

capitalism which has become so established that it has ceased to be perceived as ideologically 

marked at all. In my discussion below I further claim that, as a default system for the 

interpretation of the examined public signage, capitalism, or rather its current phase of neo-

liberalism, has rendered much of its ideological substrate deeply ingrained in our sub-

consciousness, hence invisible, and, as a result, escaping contestation and accepted. 

Blommaert´s additional observation that ideologies operate at several levels of consciousness, 
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involve different scopes and scales in the kind of ´layered simultaneity´ in which “various 

layers of ideology can be collapsed into one, synchronic layer in which all kinds of 

differences can be found” (ibid., p. 173) is also adopted here, since there are at least three 

such ideological layers which I suggest underlie the bulk of the meaning inferable from the 

public signage. Before employing the critical stylistic framework, I will briefly discuss these 

three ideological strata.  

 

2.1 Standard language ideology 

 

On the level of linguistic code we may perceive the operation of language ideology 

which can be defined as “sets of beliefs about language articulated by users as a 

rationalization or justification of perceived language structure and use” (Silverstein, 1979, p. 

193; cit. in Piller, 2015, p. 3). As a bridge between linguistic and social theory, language 

ideologies account for the patterns of language use and justify the interests of societally 

powerful groups. This is especially visible in the application of the ´standard language 

ideology´ which assumes that within particular lingua-cultures a single variety is endowed 

with the status of a ´standard´ and becomes a benchmark for the assessment of other, ´non-

standard´, varieties. The standard variety enjoys highest overt prestige which, however, rather 

than from is intrinsic linguistic merits, arises from the status of its proponents who represent 

economically, politically and socially influential group. In the perspective of this ideology, 

varieties, esp. ethnolects and/or vernaculars, departing from the standard are considered 

inferior and are often stigmatized. The exclusive use of standard Slovak language in my 

database can be seen as the operation of standard language ideology which is backed by the 

state language policy and legislature. A set of language laws provides for the use of Slovak 

language and the presence of other (minority) languages, although their use is not particularly 

encouraged. This may seem striking in the era of globalisation when the role of nation-states 

is undergoing transformation due to the ascendancy of neoliberal global regimes and when the 

ideology of ´one nation, one language´ pertaining to the nation-state building in the modernist 

period gives way to the ideology of a need for a single global language (English) which would 

ensure the interests of neoliberal capitalism regarding the flexible and competitive workforce 

(Piller 2015). However, with only one instance of English-only Private Property sign, it is 

hardly possible to talk about any significant influence of globalisation on the level of code in 
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the examined PP signage which, language-wise, is fully dominated by the ideology of 

standard language
11

. 

 

2.2 The ideology of politeness 

              

To justify the notion of the ideology of politeness as a separate ideological layer, I 

refer to a classic treatment of politeness in language by Watts et al. (1992) who claim that 

politeness is   

 
tied up with the most basic principles of human, sociocultural organization involving 

conceptualisations of appropriate individual behavior, in particular linguistic behavior, the 

structuring of interpersonal relationships within social groups and, above all, the nature and 

distribution of power (1992, p. 11). 

 

Despite being both a commonsense notion of a wide social currency across lingua-cultures 

and a scholarly concept which has been researched now for well over four decades, politeness 

still remains elusive and hard to pin down. Of the many reasons for this situation I can quote 

here just two: first, as a social phenomenon par excellence politeness is open to a multiplicity 

of perspectives from which it can be judged (cf. four loci of understandings of politeness; 

Kádár and Haugh 2013). Second, politeness is characterized by an enormous social, cultural 

and historical variability in that it is a site of struggle for acceptable societal norms and 

values, which reveals its inherently ideological nature (cf. Watts´ (2003) claim that politeness 

was part of the ideological discourse through which British class society was brought into 

being in the 18
th

 century, and that “the perception of politeness as a social marker has not 

entirely disappeared from the Britain of today” (Watts, 1999, p. 6)). The notions of 

normativeness and acceptability underlying politeness are ideologically charged since they are 

associated with the powerful and influential groups in a society. According to Eelen (1999), 

this represents ´social ideology´ whose elements make up the ´social worldview´ (cf. Kádár 

and Haugh´s (2013) moral order) which is closely linked with politeness since “social 

                                                           
11 The implementation of language policy in Slovakia since the establishment of the Slovak republic in 1993 has 

been marked by many heated discussions and disputes between proponents of different ideological stances and 

political representations over the nature of the standard Slovak, implementation of language policy in 

linguistically mixed areas and sanctions for its violation. The Act of the National Council of Slovak Republic on 

the State language of the Slovak Republic (No. 270/1995) adopted in 1995 has been amended several times 

(2007, 2009, 2011) (cf. Ondrejovič 2013). 
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worldviews are often used as explanatory factors in scientific accounts of politeness
12

” (Eelen, 

1999, p. 164). Accordingly, public signage indexes dominant views and ideologies as 

encapsulated in the societal layer of the ´moral order´ and is an indicator of shifts and changes 

in these ideologies. Over longer periods of time, certain evaluations of (in)appropriateness of 

social behaviour crystallize into recognisable patterns which are recurrently invoked and are 

perceived as conventional, hence they often escape conscious attention. Radical societal 

changes usually bring about also shifts in societal moral order which are salient and which are 

typically indexed by public signage (banners, slogans, inscriptions, etc.). The post-1989 

socio-economic transformation in Slovakia and other post-communist countries of the Central 

and Eastern Europe (Ogiermann and Suszczynska 2011) has brought about visible changes in 

politeness norms reflecting the changes in the overall societal ethos. They include a transition 

from overly collectivistic and egalitarian to individualistic societies which has been 

accompanied with social re-stratification and the rise of new social classes, such as 

entrepreneurs, businessmen and politicians with a decisive degree of economic-political 

power. In terms of the intra-cultural pragmatics, these changes have been indexed by what I 

call ´new Slovak politeness´ which can be described as a hybrid of earlier and new patterns of 

interaction which co-exist and operate in separate realms of the society.  Its features as they 

have emerged over the past two decades include the removal of the communist-style 

egalitarian directness although the traditional means of expressing deference (negative 

politeness) have remained virtually intact, the rise and expansion of signalling social distance 

(negative politeness) in public encounters (for example, so called ´discrete zones´ in service 

spaces), the rise of indirectness and commercial (insincere) positive politeness. Through the 

operation of the globalised media and entertainment industry, the taking over of ´Anglo-

Saxon´ models of politeness, such as the expansion of the domains of the use of T-terms in 

media shows, blurring of the boundaries between the public and the private and many others. 

Clearly, the changing societal ideologies have their immediate impact on the changing 

societal patterns of interaction with politeness in its heart. 

 

2.3 The ideology of globalism  

                       

                                                           
12 Eelen (1999) identifies other two types of ideology of politeness, viz. the commonsense ideology which refers 

to the people´s evaluation of behaviour in everyday interaction, and scientific ideologies which refers to different 

scientific accounts of politeness. In the politeness theory, these ideologies have been labelled as ´first-order 

politeness´ and ´second-order politeness´ respectively.  
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As one of the most common buzzwords of our times, globalisation is used to include a 

variety of phenomena. To avoid their unproductive conflation, Steger (2005) suggests that a 

difference be made between three interrelated terms: globalisation, globality and globalism.  

While he sees globalisation as  

 
a multidimensional set of social processes that create, multiply, stretch, and intensify 

worldwide social interdependencies and exchanges while at the same time fostering in people 

a growing awareness of deepening connections between the local and the distant … [and] is 

about the unprecedented compression of time and space as a result of political, economic, and 

cultural change, as well as powerful technological innovations (Steger, 2005, p. 13). 

 

Globality is “a future social condition characterized by thick economic, political, and cultural 

interconnections and global flows that make currently existing political borders and economic 

barriers irrelevant” (Steger, 2005, p. 13; original emphasis), and globalism “the dominant 

political belief system of our time” (12). The thus argues for a disassociation of the process 

(globalisation), its result (globality) from their underlying ideology, or rather an ´ideological 

family´, i.e. globalism. As Steger (2005) further notes, one of the core claims of globalism is 

that ´globalisation´ and ´market´ are ´twin core concepts´; hence he believes globalisation is 

primarily an economic phenomenon (cf. Gajdoš (2009) for whom economic globalisation is 

the ´skeleton´ of globalisation as such). Drawing on the ideologies of neoliberalism and neo-

conservativism, globalists insist on the uninhibited operation of ´free markets´ and ´free trade´ 

without any interference from the state. It was largely this ideological version of globalisation 

which “advocated the deregulation of markets, the liberalization of trade, the privatization of 

state-owned enterprises, the dissemination of ´American values´, and, after 9-11, the support 

of the global War on Terror under US leadership” (Steger, 2005, p. 14) that was offered to the 

post-communist societies in the Eastern Europe. Following the collapse of the USSR-backed 

economies and the associated markets, these countries were trying to restore the pre-

communist economic and societal models (cf. the process of ´rectification´; Hampl et al. 

1996) while embracing the trends of the current capitalism, including globalisation (some 

countries, such as Byelorussia, followed different ideological paths which is clearly 

represented in the country´s LL; Sloboda 2009). Gajdoš (2009) proposes the following list of 

the rectification processes which have had a direct impact upon the country´s urban 

semioscapes: 1. returning to the principles of market economy and the abolition of central 

planning
13

, 2. privatisation
14

, reprivatisation and restitution, and 3. return to the market with 

                                                           
13

 After the communist takeover in 1949 in Czechoslovakia, the construction of a communist society was declared to be 

underway. Through the large-scale processes of expropriation (znárodnenie) and collectivisation (kolektivizácia), virtually all 

privately owned industrial and agricultural ´production means´ (výrobné prostriedky) were declared to be owned by the state 
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land and property ownership. As a result, the ensuing commodification of land and the title to 

property claimed by presumed owners are indexed by a relatively thick semiotic layer of the 

urban semioscape which I focus on in the present study.  

If we adopt a scale metaphor to account for the way in which social events and 

processes move and develop (cf. World-Systems Analysis; Blommaert 2010), we can 

approach the examined semioscape as a ´projection screen´ upon which the interaction of 

globalisation operating at different scale-levels is displayed, i.e. the current phase of 

globalisation operating on a global/macro scale-level,  the intensification of globalisation by 

the ´rectification´ processes operating on the trans-local/intermediate/state/societal scale-

level, and the projection of these globalisation processes on the local/micro scale-level where 

´new forms of locality´ (cf. ´vernacular globalisation´; Appadurai 1996) are produced. The 

changes in spatial organisation of environments attributable to globalisation are 

commercionalisation of urban centres, separation of service and production areas, separation 

of zones (emergence of enclaves, ghettos, ´citadels´), ethnic and racial segregation (Marcuse 

2000; in Gajdoš 2009). Although theorists differ as to the placement of the beginnings of 

globalisation in time, the fact that its effects have been perceived by so many people across 

the world in so many areas over the past few decades is indicative of the fact that it has 

entered a new stage: the symptoms of globalisation have accelerated and intensified in range 

and scale, and it is the unprecedented advancements in technology that have made it possible. 

Rather than narrowing it down merely to the economic factors only that may be 

fuelling it, globalisation is in fact a multidimensional phenomenon and is represented by 

several modes which comprise economic, political, technological and socio-cultural 

processes. Pennycook (2007, p. 24) suggests that globalisation is commonly viewed as 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
which aspired to build a centrally-controlled planning and production. During the period of the four decades until 1989, when 

the dismantling of the communist society was launched, the societal system had not yet managed to develop into its ´higher´ 

phase, viz. communism proper, for which ´all-people ownership´ (všeľudové vlastníctvo) was predicted (cf. Pavlenda et al., 

1965). For the time being, the official ideology claimed the society was in a transitional stage of ´socialism´ which defined 

two basic forms of the ´societal ownership´ (spoločenské vlastníctvo) of the ´production means´, viz. ´state socialist 

ownership´ and ´socialist cooperative ownership´, with the ´personal ownership´ (osobné vlastníctvo) being considered 

a temporary state. Thus, official ideology did not count on the existence of any ´private ownership´ (súkromné vlastníctvo); as 

a result, the word and the associated concept ´private´ (súkromný) fell out of use in any official and/or public discourse. The 

state tolerated only a ´personal ownership´ which typically included small plots of agricultural land which had not been 

´collectivized´ and which were used to cater for personal use of their owners. Also, land ceased to be a commodity (Pavlenda, 

1965, p. 290).  
14 It is probably the processes privatisation that stirred most controversy in the post-communist Czechoslovakia because it 

directly affected practically all citizens in the period of socioeconomic and political transformation who were given a chance 

to participate in it directly during the process of so-called ´coupon privatisation´. However, ever since the concept of 

´privatisation´ was introduced to the societal (legal, economic, political) discourse in the early 1990s, it has gradually 

acquired negative connotations, since the process of the transfer of state to private ownership has been generally perceived as 

being synonymous to fraud (cf. ´tunnelling´ as a shorthand denotation for privatisation). As the current Slovak minister of 

finances observed, privatisation has become an ´indecent word´. 

http://spravy.pravda.sk/ekonomika/clanok/356080-kazimir-privatizacia-je-normalny-jav-u-nas-sa-stala-neslusnym-slovom/ 
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operating on two axes, the global axis, or ´international domination´, and the local axis, or 

´national localisation´, of particular cultural and linguistic practices respectively. However, he 

calls for a more flexible way of thinking about the local impact of globalisation, and offers 

terms such as transculturation, translocalisation and transformation: 

 
Globalisation may be better understood as a compression of time and space, an intensification of 

social economic, cultural and political relations, a series of global linkages that render events in 

one location of potential and immediate importance in other, quite distant locations (Pennycook, 

2007, p. 24-25). 

 

While in the literature on globalisation the moment of change of local communities is 

often emphasised, it is equally important to stress the importance of continuity in such 

processes, and certainly from a sociolinguistic viewpoint, continuity is as important as 

change: the persistence of patterns is as important as the transformation of patterns due to 

globalisation (Blommaert 2010). The demise of the communist regime in the former 

Czechoslovakia brought about also visible changes in the semioscape, the immediate and the 

most noticeable of which were the removal, or re-indexing (renaming) of the objects 

(ideological slogans, statues of ideological leaders, street names) of the ´ideological topology´ 

which indexed the official state ideology (Sloboda 2009). While the ubiquitous presence of 

the official state ideology in the pre-1989 Czechoslovakia´s cityscapes virtually disappeared, 

the semiotic ´void´ was immediately filled up with the political ideologies indexing the newly 

formed democratic multi-party society and with commercial ideologies indexing the 

consumer society, with both suggesting that competition rather than centralised decision-

making is the principal creed of the times. Thus, the socio-political and economic 

transformation and Slovakia´s joining the ´European structures´ during the 2000s have 

engendered new ideologies finding their paths to Slovakia´s multimodal urban semioscapes, 

which have resulted in a ´simultaneous layering of different indexicalities´ (Blommaert 2005) 

and which are relatable to different historical periods. First, as a relic of the ideology of ´state 

order and dirigisme´ (cf. Sloboda, 2009, p. 184), the default order/prohibition paradigm of 

public regulatory notices is visible in Slovakia´s LL (Ferenčík 2014, 2015). Next, the more 

recent layers of ideology have been nourished by the several mutually overlapping sources, 

such as (1) the re-introduction of market economy, multi-party political system, pluralism of 

political ideologies, decentralization (i.e. decreasing the role of state in favour of 

regional/local centers of political power), the re-installment of the ideology of private 

ownership into in public discourse, (2) the country´s joining transnational socioeconomic and 

military structures (EU, NATO) resulting in the appearance of new ideologically-loaded 
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discourses, such as the discourse of a ´return to Europe´, (3) the emergence of the political 

and commercial coercion and manipulation, with accompanying patterns of socio-pragmatic 

behavior (the rise of non-genuine, commercial politeness), and (4), the globalized flow of 

values and beliefs resulting in the emergence of English used as a global lingua franca. 

 

3. Data and methodology 

 

In my empirical study of the practice of constructing private space in Prešov´s urban 

semioscape I use both quantitative methods, which involve collection and categorisation of PP 

signs, and qualitative methods, which include their semiotic and socio-pragmatic analysis. 

The transdisciplinary approach of geosemiotics (Scollon & Scollon, 2003) equips me with the 

concepts of types of discourse, types of semiotic space and semiotic aggregate. Their claim 

“that exactly where on earth an action takes place is an important part of its meaning” 

(Scollon and Scollon, 2003, p. 19) is crucial for my analysis which is engaged in the 

elucidation of the processes of how ideologically-biased meanings are locally produced. I 

approach my PP signage as being embedded within its immediate semiotic environment with 

which it forms a semiotic aggregate (for example, see Figure 2). Semiotic aggregates emerge 

as a result of a simultaneous operation of centripetal and centrifugal semiotic flows which 

combine semiotic practices occurring at a global-scale level as well as those operating on a 

local level. The PP signage examined here represents what I call the practice of constructing 

private spaces (PCPS) and represents a layer of regulatory discourse which is designed to 

regulate the flow of vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic along urban traffic corridors (streets, 

passages) and which is carried out within special use spaces (e.g. car parks). What is more, 

since PCPS is initiated by private agents (local businesses and inhabitants), the public signage 

notices through which it is materialised forms a non-official (or ‛bottom-up’) regulatory 

discourse, and as such it is characterised by a rather disparate array of resources used.  

The analysed photographic database indexing PCPS, which can also be called the 

‛topography of private space’ (Figure 1) in the Prešov semioscape, was assembled in May-

June 2015 and consists of 277 signs (Table 1) with the idea of collecting all publicly 

displayed signs and/or sign complexes in the territory of Prešov accessible to a casual 

visitor´s naked eye. Hence, all available signs were taken with a GPS-equipped digital camera 

and, using the camera software package, were plotted on a map of Prešov available on the 

Google maps electronic site. The main criterion for a sign to be photographed and included in 

the database was the presence of a SÚKROMNÝ POZEMOK (‛private plot’) inscription which 
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I consider the chief linguistic semiotic resource of PCPS. This method of data collection 

enables me to follow the changes in PCPS in diachrony since a similar photographic survey of 

Prešov´s urban environment can be done at any time. My preliminary observations made over 

the past three years suggest that the practice is very much alive, and is manifested through the 

addition, maintenance, removal but also damaging many of the PP signs as they currently 

stand.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The ‛topography of private space’ in Prešov (source: Google) 

 

 

During the data collection it became clear that PCPS is spread unevenly across urban land 

uses of which four types have been identified, viz. commercial, industrial and/or 

manufacturing, residential and recreational areas (Table 1)
15

.  

 

 

Table 1: The practice of constructing private spaces across Prešov’s urban land uses 
 

Types of urban land use 

 Commercial Industrial/Manufacturing Residential Recreational Total 

 inner outer business/corporate individual    

N 46 112 32 10 

158 42 68 9 277 

 

% 

16.6 40.4 11.5 3.6 24.5 3.2  

100 57.0 15.3 

                                                           
15 FCf. Hybrid Land Use representation; available at  

http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans/eng/ch6en/conc6en/hybridlu.html 
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3.1 Methodology: Critical stylistics as the main analytical tool 

 

As a newly emerging strand within stylistics, critical stylistics has been conceived of 

as a combination of a critical perspective taken over from critical discourse analysis by 

focusing on the ideologies underlying uses of language and of textual-analytical perspective 

by using a clearly-defined set of analytical tools to focus on texts and to disclose textual 

construction of meaning (the latter perspective is clearly a stylistic inheritance). The analysts´ 

task is to “work out what the text is doing – how it is presenting the text world” (Jeffries, 

2014, p. 409) by explaining the use of linguistic resources chosen from those available in 

language and other semiotic systems. To do that, analysts are to judge how form and 

conceptual meaning/function are related and what textual effects it produces. Although form 

and function are not related in any simple way, there are certain regularities which are stable 

enough to be described systematically and to form a relatively clearly-defined framework. 

Called textual-conceptual functions they include combinations of textual triggers and 

ideational functions and cover the entire breadth of language system whose elements are 

either prototypically or peripherally employed in creating particular conceptual effects and a 

particular view of the (text) world. The underlying argument of the methodology of critical 

stylistics is that it is possible to find ideology in any text and not only in those which have 

been traditionally subjected to analysis by ´traditional´ critical discourse analysis which 

looked at them from a narrow (Marxist) perspective. In my contribution to the volume I pick 

up on this moment and employ five tools of analysis based on textual-conceptual functions 

proposed by critical stylistics which can be seen as having a particular bearing on the 

ideological substrata of public signage and which I see as overlapping to a large extent and 

reinforcing each other in conveying the ideological meanings: (1) naming and describing, (2) 

representing actions/events/states, (3) implying and assuming, (4) negating, and (5) 

representing time, space and society.  

 

3.2 Quantitative analysis of PP signage 

 

The quantitative data presented in Table 1 reveal that the two main types of land use in 

which the PCPS is carried out most extensively are mainly commercial (158 signs/57.0%) and 

residential (68 signs/24.5%) ones. I suggest that both areas of PP signage occurrence can be 

seen as indexing privatisation/corporatisation and a continuing social stratification, by means 

of constructing restricted residential areas, gated quarters and ‛citadels’ (cf. Gajdoš, 2009). 
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Thus, both domains of urban land use can be related to the economic and social aspects of 

globalisation which are projected onto Prešov´s semioscape in the form of a distinct semiotic 

layer. I also suggest that, through the practice of ‛privatising your space’
16

, the owners of 

commercial enterprises construe their identity of those who have financial, legal and symbolic 

resources for restructuring public space and who “perform the symbolic work of introducing a 

new common sense vision of the social world” (Yurchak, 2000, p. 414). The single most 

salient domain of PCPS is the city’s peripheral commercial zones whose rich topography of 

private space contains well over one third of all PP signs (112 signs/40.4%). These areas also 

contain the most extensive social use of space regulated by PCPS, i.e. car parking: 122 

(44.0%) signs explicitly specify this restriction, which makes the land use designed for 

parking to be the most salient semiotic resource for managing access to space within Prešov´s 

semioscape. The sign Parkovanie zakázané (glossed as ‛parking prohibited’), along with the 

sign Zákaz vjazdu (glossed as ‛entry prohibited to vehicles’) index not only the existence and 

intensity of car traffic in the city but also establish, albeit implicitly, drivers who are the 

participants of PCPS, as addressees. In combination with Zákaz vstupu (glossed as ‛Entry 

prohibited to pedestrians’), where pedestrians are the invoked as addresses, these types of 

regulatory/prohibitory signs represent well over 90% of the entire PCPS signage. A noticeable 

yet relatively peripheral pattern of the use of regulatory signs is the deployment of a 

‛minimal’ private property sign (Figure 3), i.e. one that does not further specify the type of 

land use restriction which, pragmatically speaking, leaves the illocutionary meaning 

indeterminate. It is to be noted that the term used in the categorisation of space throughout 

PCPS almost exclusively is pozemok [a plot of land], which by far outnumbers other terms 

such as majetok [property]̕ or cesta [road]. I suggest that the reason pozemok has become 

established as a generic term is that it implies the existence of a readily identifiable segment 

of land, which is in most cases a clearly delimited plot of land, such as a parking lot or a 

driveway. On the other hand, land uses demarcated with a semantically superordinate term 

majetok tend to be vague as to the object of ownership, hence are dispreferred.  

  

                                                           
16 I paraphrase here the title of Yurchak’s (2000) study of the naming practices of Russian businesses during the 

post-1991 period. 
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3.3 Qualitative analysis: the semiotics of PP signage  

 

PCPS emerges from the participants´ deployment of PP signage which is assembled 

from a rather limited inventory of multimodal visual semiotic resources.  The emblematic 

resource of PCPS is the inscription Súkromný pozemok [private plot] whose illocution, in 

contrast with other illocutions such as prohibition, warning, etc., is not associated with any 

conventionalised icon. Its solo placement is comparatively rare (Figure 3); rather, it is used in 

sign complexes which contain several illocutions. A prototypical sign complex (e.g. Figure 4)  

establishing PCSP is composed of three canonical structural components (cf. Blum-Kulka et 

al., 1989; in Culpeper and Haugh 2014) with a top-down sequential arrangement of illocutions 

(Table 2) in the established order: 1. head act realising the regulatory illocution, normatively a 

zákaz [prohibition]; 2. support providing the grounds for the action requested, viz. the private 

property sign; and 3. retribution stating sanctions when the requested act is not performed by 

the addressee. The top-down visual composition of these illocutions can be seen as forming a 

hierarchy in which the head and the support are visually prioritised as carrying the essential 

illocutions (e.g. Figure 5, in which the support act precedes the head act).  

 

Table 2: Practice of constructing public space signs: structural components, illocution 

types and semiotic codes 

 
Pragmatics Semiotics 

sign 

components 

illocution semiotic codes 

monomodal  

multimodal type (in)directness 
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In multimodal signs we can observe two structuration principles in operation. The first 

principle organizes illocutions and codes into complementary signs in which different 

illocutions are rendered in different codes, and duplicating signs in which the same illocutions 

are presented in different codes; duplicating is here used to intensify the illocutionary force of 

the sign complex. The second principle relates to the arrangement of illocutions. Referring to 

Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (1996) grammar of visual design we identify two main designs for 

the arrangement of the sign’s components and for assigning to them different degrees of 

prominence. In the predominant top-bottom design a greater prominence is given to the 

components placed in the more salient upper parts of the sign complex - it is here where the 

head act and the support (in this or the reversed order) are placed, while the additional 

message, typically a retribution, is placed in a less salient lower area of the sign complex (see 

Figures 4 and 5). In the centre-margin design the PP inscription is placed into the sign centre; 

in this way, it is given a greater sense of authority by being also used in complementarily with 

the (translocal) semiotics of the official traffic code (Figure 7). 

  

3.4 Qualitative analysis: ideologies in the practice of constructing private spaces  

 

Using the critical stylistics framework as outlined in Jeffries (2010), I find five textual-

conceptual functions (TCF) are central to the production of ideological meanings in the 

examined PP signage. Although they are tackled here one after another, they should be seen 

as operating jointly in producing several layers of ideological meanings simultaneously. 

 

3.4.1 Naming and describing 

The central naming device in the PP signage is the denomination súkromný pozemok 

(glossed as ´private plot´) through which, via the human capacity of giving ´labels´ to 

phenomena singled out within humans´ experiential worlds, a particular social-cultural entity 

is effectively or brought into existence, or reified. As the practice of naming is motivated by 

linguaculture members´ preferences and values, it is never value-free, i.e. certain ideological 

underpinnings are necessarily present, although they need not always be immediately obvious. 

In the noun phrase súkromný pozemok, we identify two instances of ideologically-motivated 

naming: the head noun pozemok (plot) and the adjective súkromný (private). I argue that, 

through naming a concrete physical segment as pozemok (plot), a discontinuous entity from 

the continuous natural world is singled out and endowed with a particular socio-cultural 

meaning: pozemok is established as a legal entity which can be owned, commodified and 
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designed for certain types of uses only. The ideological load of the descriptive label súkromný 

is even more evident: it denotes a particular type of ownership of property which is embedded 

within a larger societal order which acknowledges ´privateness´ as a higher-order value. 

However, when used in PCPS, the notion present in the inscription may solicit negatively 

marked associations, as it may evoke separation, isolation and exclusion (this, however, needs 

to be further evidenced by qualitative research).  

The second crucial resource for creating the ideology of the privateness of land use as 

a social given is nominalisation, a process through which an intrinsically transitory verbal 

process represented as a potential proposition zakazujem(e) tu parkovať (glossed as ´we 

prohibit parking here´) is packaged as a stable substance, viz. zákaz parkovať (glossed as 

´prohibition of parking´). The essential ideological effects can be summarised as the 

depersonalisation of the message whereby people as actors are removed from the 

communicative situation and, as a result, cannot be held accountable for the action. Also, the 

effects of mystification and reification are achieved whereby “[P]rocesses and qualities 

assume the status of things: impersonal, inanimate, capable of being amassed and counted like 

capital paraded like possessions” (Fowler, 1991, p. 80). The reality constituted through 

nominalisation is presented as existing objectively and independently of human intervention, 

as a social fact. As a result, the reality thus reified opens possibilities for further action, such 

as the control and regulation of movement of people in spaces demarcated as privately owned. 

 

3.4.2 Representing actions/events/states  

The second TCF focuses on the crucial role of the verbal element in selecting and 

coordinating entities and in assigning different roles to them. Its ideological impact also lies in 

a possibility to represent affairs as processes, states or events. To do that, Halliday´s (1994) 

model of transitivity with its typology of verb processes and the associated participation 

structures is used. In PCPS, the principal verbal resource used is the verb be which establishes 

a relational link between the Carrier (denoted by the clause subject) and the Attribute 

(denoted by the clause complement) and which may be intensive and circumstantial. Although 

in our PP texts both the Carrier and the copulative verb are elided, they can be safely 

contextually reconstructed: 
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Relational process: 

Intensive    circumstantial  

 

(To je) SÚKROMNÝ POZEMOK (Tu je) ZÁKAZ PARKOVAŤ  

 ´(This is) a private lot´  ´(Here is) a prohibition of parking´   

Private property    No parking      

 

I suggest that the ideological effect of the elision of the verbal carrier of processuality 

combines with the underlying ideology of depersonalisation and, in company with 

nominalisation, adds up to the cumulative effect of construction and reification of an 

objectified reality which is devoid of the people involved and removed from time.    

 

3.4.3 Applying and assuming 

Another layer of ideological meaning in PP signage can be unveiled by looking at how 

pragmatics assists in rendering the underlying ideology to be commonsensical, and that is 

through suggesting and implying rather than directly asserting. The two major devices to be 

considered here are presupposition and implicature. Through presuppositions, viz. 

assumptions built into the text of the PP signage, the existence of entities is signalled as valid 

beforehand and as such closed for debate. The existential presupposition is present in the noun 

phrase SÚKROMNÝ POZEMOK which may be considered ´definite´ (however, there being no 

grammatical category of definiteness in the Slovak language, there is no formal trigger of this 

presupposition). Similarly, the noun phrases built on the general pattern  ZÁKAZ X (glossed as 

´prohibition of X) can also be considered as representing existential presuppositions which 

further reify the overall order-prohibition sociocultural paradigm (see Ferenčík 2014). Next, 

the implicature that is raised by the principal PP resource, viz. the SÚKROMNÝ POZEMOK 

inscription, is that the piece of land thus designated falls under a special regime which implies 

imposition of limits upon certain activities carried out within its confines. Resorting to the 

logic of (Gricean) conversational implicature and its attendant maxims, primarily to the 

maxim of relevance, the interpreter is invited to draw the implicature that s/he is to abstain 

from driving onto or entering the property, with the latter being a generic type of activity 

prohibited. In complex signs which contain prohibitory inscriptions as retributions these can 

be seen as explicitly articulating exactly this implicature, while reinforcing the overall 

message.  
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3.4.4 Negating 

The power of negation and its ideological implications rests in its ability to produce mental 

pictures of both the negated and the positive propositions at the same time and, thereby, to 

conjure up two possible scenarios simultaneously, viz. one with the absence and one with the 

presence of a given phenomenon. Rather than pertaining only to the domain of the verbal 

element of a clause, negation can be seen more conveniently as a larger textual practice which 

spans over morpho-syntactic, semantic and discourse domains. In our case, negation is present 

in the semantics of the noun zákaz/prohibition which entails a desirability of abstaining on the 

part of the addressee from a particular action specified as a qualifier (e.g. VSTUPU/of entry) 

within the noun phrase (e.g. ZÁKAZ VSTUPU/prohibition of entry). I suggest that, in the 

analysed database of PP signage, the ideological implications of negation rest in its partial 

contribution to the reification of the dominant socio-pragmatic cultural ethos, viz. the ´order-

prohibition paradigm´ mentioned in 3.4.3, which is built into the public regulatory signage 

across Slovakia´s urban landscapes. A closely related implication of the illocution 

zákaz/prohibition is an expectation that, if it is not observed, some kind of a retribution may 

follow; this expectation is reinforced by placing a standardized retributive illocution in the 

lower part of a PSP sign (Table 2). Finally, on the socio-psychological level, prohibition may 

lead to a feeling of alienation resulting from a denial of access or entry. 

 

3.4.5 Representing time, space and society 

The analysed PP signage represents a text world which reifies a particular state of affairs by 

rendering it self-evident, one to which little conscious attention is paid and which thus 

becomes virtually ´invisible´. The TCF of ‛representing time, space and society’ brings 

together the time, space and the social dimension of interaction within the single framework 

of deixis. Its central notions of ‛deictic field’, ‛deictic centre’ and ‛deictic projection’ are 

extremely helpful to account for how the textual meaning of the PP signage aids to the overall 

meaning making in PCPS. 

The PP signage constructs its own deictic field, or “the space/time envelope in which 

the events of the text occur” (Jeffries, 2010, p. 150), which relies on the existence of an 

individual deictic centre, i.e. the recognition of I-here-now by every speaker and addressee, as 

well as on the overall human deictic projection ability to recognize the others´ deictic centres. 

Thus, the temporal dimension of the ‛time-space envelope’ of PP signs is substantiated 

through the assumed generic present tense ´now´ into which the states denoted by the verbs of 

the elliptical propositions underlying the head act and the support acts are set respectively: 
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(Tu je) zákaz vjazdu    (Tu je) súkromný pozemok   

´(Here is) a prohibition of entry´  ´(Here is) a private lot´ 

No entry     Private property 

 

The retributive illocution projects a possible world through the use of future tense: 

 

Budete odtiahnutí. 

´(Youpl) will bepl towed away.´ 

 

The spatial dimension is substantiated through the assumed circumstantial information 

´here´ which is represented by the actual placement of the sign and its physical attachment to 

the ground. 

The social dimension is given substance to most directly in the retributive illocution in 

which the addressee of a potential retaliation is turned to through the use of distal deictic 

means, i.e. plural verbal form is used as a conventional means of signalling deference (or so-

called negative politeness). Also, through the use of passive construction the author/agent 

remains removed from the scene of the material process of ´towing away´, which gives the 

proposition a flair of impersonality and renders it an authoritative tone. 

Being a directive speech act, requesting is sensitive to interpersonal relationships in 

that it imposes constraints on others’ behaviour and can be interpersonally damaging, or 

‛face-threatening’
17

. To offset its adverse impact, and thereby to decrease tension and conflict, 

politeness strategies are used, including the use of indirectness which is conventionally 

signalled by a recognisable mismatch between the (syntactic) form and (illocutionary) 

function of an utterance. Thus, when used on its own (Figure 3), the inscription Súkromný 

pozemok [Private property] is a conventionally indirect illocution which is made ´off-record´ 

and which invites the inference to be made that a request is being performed. On the other 

hand, the negative infinitive form of the standard regulatory illocution Neparkovať (glossed as 

‛Not to park’) qualifies it as a direct or ‛bald on-record’ utterance which, at least in theory, 

can be evaluated as impolite
18

 (whether it is perceived as impolite in real-life situations is to 

                                                           
17 The notion of face is a key concept in traditional politeness theory

 
where it is used as a metaphor for the 

individual’s freedom from others’ imposition. Using politeness theory to approach visual linguistic landscape 

signage is helpful for explaining the processes of negotiating interpersonal aspects of semiosis. While the 

‛classic’ approach by Brown and Levinson (1987) can still serve us well to account for the use of ‛static’ LL 

signs from the user’s perspective, Kádár and Haugh’s (2013) more recent approach to politeness as social 

practice is far better equipped to deal with the multiple understandings of politeness that emerge in any given 

social encounter. 
18

 In his revised approach to politeness, Leech (2014) introduced the notions of ʽpragma-linguisticʼ politeness 

and ʽsocio-pragmaticʼ politeness to distinguish between politeness attributed to utterances out of context and in 

context respectively. Through this he maintains that there is a ʽdefaultʼ, or inherent (im)politeness value of 
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be established via appropriate methods, such as an interview). Still it is reasonable to expect 

that many cultural insiders would evaluate the illocution as normal, expected, hence non-

polite, since through its conventionalisation
19 

it has been embedded in their experience firmly 

enough to be paid conscious attention to. A similar degree of objectification through 

conventionalisation applies to the prototypical regulatory inscription Zákaz … [Prohibition of 

…], despite the fact that it is, in the classic pragmatic conceptualisation of indirectness, 

actually an indirect illocution (it is literally an announcement conveyed through a declarative 

assertion, and its directive illocutionary force is to be derived through inference). Despite its 

indirectness, it can hardly be treated as more polite than the direct illocution above; in fact, 

Zákaz … [Prohibition of …] has established itself as a standard, unmarked, politeness-neutral 

(non-polite) form, a societal politeness norm in the Slovak public regulatory discourse (cf. 

politic behaviour; cf. Watts 2003).  

To sum up, the five TCFs may be seen as operating simultaneously in contributing to 

the presentation of a particular view of the world construed within PCPS, each of them in its 

specific way: while the ´naming and attributing´, ´representing actions/events and states´ give 

PCPS its primary ideological load and relate participants involved in it (they may be seen as 

serving the ideational meta-function; cf. Halliday 1994), ´implying and assuming´, ´negating´, 

and ´representing time, space and society´ involve the participants to PCPS in mutual 

interaction in which they play out their face-wants against each other, and which can be seen 

as a realisation of the interpersonal meta-function of language (cf. Halliday 1994). 

 

4. Discussion: the practice of constructing public spaces as an index of globalisation 

 

One of my key arguments in the paper is that underlying PCPS is the ideology of 

globalisation. However, as Blommaert (2010) convincingly claims, when approached from 

the perspective of current sociolinguistics, globalisation requires not only new vocabulary and 

theory but also a radically new paradigm. Thus he views sociolinguistics of globalisation as a 

´sociolinguistics of mobility´ in which the focuses on mobile resources deployed on particular 

scale-levels rather than on entire languages being distributed across horizontal space. As he 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
certain types of utterances which applies when there is no reason to think otherwise, which is a strong argument 

against relativist politeness theorisation. 
19 Conventionalisation is “the process through which a form recurs until what it is taken to mean becomes 

accepted as its default meaning” (Kádár and Haugh, 2013, p. 264). I suggest that the examined PCPS is a new 

convention which has emerged as a response to the radical restructuring of societal values following the 1989 

changes. 
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further maintains, although globalisation is ´old´ in substance it is ´new´ in intensity, and so 

the traditional sociolinguistic conceptual and analytic apparatus of the ´sociolinguistics of 

distribution´ is no longer adequate and needs to be re-thought: 

 

…globalization forces sociolinguistics to unthink its classic distinctions and biases and to 

rethink itself as a sociolinguistics of mobile resources, framed in terms of trans-contextual 

networks, flows and movements (Blommaert, 2010, p. 1; my emphasis). 

 

Blommaert´s (2010) sociolinguistics of globalisation involves viewing the social processes as 

occurring and moving on a continuum of local, intermediary and global scale-levels which are 

connected indexically. This means that every individual act of communication occurring in a 

socially constructed TimeSpace (cf. Wallerstein 1997) at a lower scale-level immediately 

points to common meanings (norms, expectations) which are located at a higher scale-level. 

In that manner, the ´momentary here-and-now´ invokes the ´timeless´, the ´local´ invokes the 

´trans-local´ and the ´personal´ invokes the ´impersonal´. Hence moving across these scale-

levels, or scale-jumping, involves invocation of social order which can be used as a means of 

control, whereby certain discursive resources are accessible only at certain scale levels and to 

certain users only.                                   

In line with these claims I argue that, by posting PP signs, their authors perform 

´outscaling´ whereby they index a particular social order in which ´privateness of ownership´ 

is a recognised value; this is manifestly present especially in situations where certain 

transitory spaces (streets, driveways, blind alleys) are declared ´private´ (see for example 

Figure 6). The scale-levels are thus also power-levels and suggest an idea of a hierarchically 

ordered society in which discursive resources are used as a symbolic capital to demarcate 

boundaries in space and which carry with them their own expectations, sources of normativity 

and patterns of usage of semiotic resources. Each PP sign thus indexes this scale level, and 

whenever an interpreter is confronted with it, s/he participates in ´upscaling´ from lower to 

higher scale level; ´upscaling´ as a social practice invokes going beyond the momentary ´here-

and-now´ to the general, trans-local and timeless. Hence, the deployment of the SÚKROMNÝ 

POZEMOK inscription, which may be reinforced through an authoritative use of resources, 

such as the complementary iconic means (a red circle, as in Figures 7 and 8), is also a display 

of power. The assemblage of resources indexes a particular normative order, or ´power 

regime´, and is an effective means of control over the demarcated territory. 

Blommaert (2010) provides also a set of conceptual tools for the novel sociolinguistic 

paradigm, viz. indexical order, order of indexicality and pluricentricity. Indexicality, or a two-
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way relationship of pointing between semiotic means and social practices, is a source of 

orderliness of two types. First, it is indexical order through which patterns of resources point 

to their ´types´ which involve persons´ specific roles and identities (´voices´) and which form 

recognisable registers. I suggest that one such meta-pragmatic principle of organisation is 

represented by PP signage within the overall PCPS, with its relatively recent history of 

emergence, establishment, distribution and stabilisation. Despite its relative stability, it 

demonstrates a certain degree of variability and flexibility as to the trans-modality of the 

resources, physical carriers used and types of auxiliary messages and their placements. I 

maintain that PCPS represents a recognizable indexical order, a semiotic ´emblem´ which 

provides a layer of coherence within the overall ´semiotic habitat´ of the urban environment.  

Second, it is the ´order of indexicality´ through which indexical orders within societies 

are hierarchically structured: some are more valuable than others and all are “subject to rules 

of access and regulations as to circulation” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 38). Hence, order of 

indexicality can be used as a means of control, inclusion and exclusion, granting and denying 

access: “every register is susceptible to a politics of access” (ibid: 38), and approval and 

disapproval. Hence order of indexicality accessible to one´s eyes in LL is suggestive of what 

norms and values within what Kádár and Haugh (2013) call a society´s moral order are 

preferred. I suggest that within the order of indexicality of the examined linguistic landscape, 

PCPS features as a salient social practice through which power, authority, and necessarily also 

inequality, are given away.  

Blommaert (2010) further claims that order of indexicality indexes power and 

inequality in the field of semiosis which emanate from ´centres´, i.e. evaluative authorities 

with regard to which we project indexical semiotic trajectories and which can be real or 

imagined, material (personal individual or collective) or immaterial,  i.e. abstract ´entities or 

ideals´. Opening the gates to the free market economy, large-scale privatisation, 

corporatisation in the post-1989 Slovakia meant also a re-connection of the territory to the 

trans-national flow of investments and capital. Thus the ´sanctity´ of the private was re-

instated as a trans-local centre of authority. Accordingly I argue that the notion of ´privateness 

of property´ is one such ´centre´ which involves acceptable norms of appropriateness, viz. a 

sociocultural politeness ethos functioning as a default (unmarked, appropriate) societal 

politeness practice. It may be assumed that the centre´s authority is exercised through the 

array of semiotic resources which establish particular persons´ roles and identities, styles and 

registers, and create spatio-temporal and social contexts for making meaning.  
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In principle, as we orient to several ´centres´ at the same time, our interactional 

environments are polycentric, although at any given moment certain centres with their 

respective norms and expectations may be more preferred (and institutionalised, hence 

expected, non-polite, or ´politic´; cf. Watts 2003), dominant, complementary to others or be in 

conflict with them. In the context of globalisation, as Blommaert claims, the concept of 

homogeneous speech communities is less usable since it is increasingly clear that that 

migration of people does not only involve their movement in time and space but also across 

different orders of indexicality.  

In conclusion, the three terms which give a new vocabulary to a ´sociolinguistics of 

globalisation´, can be seen as being sequentially related: 

 

… sociolinguistic phenomena in a globalisation context need to be understood as developing 

at several different scale-levels, where different orders of indexicality dominate, resulting in a 

polycentric ´context´ where communicative behaviour is simultaneously pushed and pulled in 

various directions (Blommaert, 2010, p. 42). 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion I propose that the examined PCPS indexes the ‛double transformation’ 

(Gajdoš 2009) which Slovak cities have had to undergo since 1989 and which is ideologically 

motivated. The first transformation resulted in the state-controlled networks of relations 

within urban settlements which were replaced by market-oriented ones and which brought 

about, through restitution, privatisation and the ensuing commodification of land and space, 

the emergence of commercial agents who left their visible imprint upon the cities´ 

semioscapes. These changes can be seen as part of a radical societal transformation which 

involved the implementation of a free market economy and the reinstatement of private 

ownership. The transformation has led to the deepening of social differentiation within a 

previously homogeneous society (cf. Bunčák et al. 2011), to the increased social stratification 

and polarisation, suburbanisation as well as to the emergence and the widening of the gap 

between political-economic elites and the lower classes.  

The second transformation meant the ‛return to Europe’ and the globalisation which 

augmented the changes in our urban environments describe above. As to its linguistic aspect, 

globalisation has not manifested itself in the languages used in PP signage (apart from a 
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somewhat negligible presence of English as a global lingua franca
20

) but primarily in the 

socio-pragmatic patterns of the use of semiotic resources which, while being globalised, are 

also produced locally; this has resulted in the emergence of a particular local idiom of practice 

(cf. vernacular globalisation; Appadurai 1996). Accordingly, my claim is that PCPS can be 

seen as a fusion of globalised pragmatics (for example, ‛Anglo-Saxon indirectness’ as a token 

of positively viewed cultural values of distance and autonomy in Anglo-Saxon cultures; cf. 

Wierzbicka 2003), state-level language policy (standard Slovak is proscribed by Slovak 

legislation throughout the country; cf. Ondrejovič 2013), and local vernacular forms (the use 

of, for example, non-professional design, handwriting, and ad hoc non-durable physical 

support; see, for example, Figure 7). 

The analysed corpus of photographic data suggests that the PCPS has firmly 

established itself as a practice employed primarily by the local commercial agents, which may 

point to the continuing corporatisation of public space in the infrastructural areas of the city. 

The data found in the residential zones suggest that this practice may have been further 

extended here from these centres, and it is their inhabitants who have established themselves 

as agents shaping the semiospheres of their own neighbourhoods. In conclusion, it remains to 

be seen in further sociolinguistic research to what extent this practice is a trans-national 

phenomenon and to what extent it is perceived by the sociocultural members. 

 

 

Abbreviations 
     

LL  linguistic landscape    PP private property   

PCPS practice of constructing private spaces  TCF textual-conceptual functions 

 

 

  

                                                           
20  The status of English as a lingua franca as a pre-existing language in the age of globalisation has recently 

been problematised in the sense that the issue of something being ‛in English’ is of little use. Rather, it has been 

suggested that global ‛English’ is “constantly brought into being in each context of communication” 

(Canagarajah 2007, p. 91; in Pennycook, 2010, p. 85). What is more, as a product of a local social action, Lingua 

Franca English has not been distributed from a ‛centre’ but in fact it “has always been local” (Pennycook, 2010, 

p. 84). 
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